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Abstract

AuNi is a classic long-studied fcc alloy combining a very “large” atom (Au) and a very “small” atom (Ni), and the
large atomic size misfits suggest very high strengthening. Here, AuNi is used as a model alloy for the testing of
new strengthening theories in random alloys that include the effects of both size misfits and solute-solute interactions.
Experimentally, AuNi samples are fabricated, characterized, and tested, and show no segregation after annealing at
900 °C and a very high yield strength of 769 MPa. Theoretically, the main inputs to the theory (alloy lattice and elastic
constants, solute misfit volumes, energy fluctuations associated with slip in the presence of solute-solute interactions)
are extracted from experiments or computed using first-principles DFT. The parameter-free prediction of the yield
strength is 809 MPa, in very good agreement with experiments. Solute-solute interactions enhance the strength only
moderately (13%), demonstrating that the strengthening is dominated by the solute misfit contribution. Various aspects
of the full theory are discussed, the general methodology is presented in an easy-to-apply analytic framework, and a
new analysis for strengthening in alloys with zero misfits but non-zero solute-solute interactions is presented. These
results provide support for the theories and point toward applications to many fcc complex concentrated alloys.
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1. Introduction1

The development of high-performance structural2

metal alloys has been rejuvenated by the discovery of3

high-entropy alloys (HEAs) [1, 2]. In contrast to con-4

ventional metallic alloys that have only one major el-5

ement, complex concentrated alloys (CCAs) [3, 4] in-6

cluding HEAs consist of multi-principal elements at7

non-dilute compositions, providing a high-dimensional8

composition space with immense possibilities for alloy9

optimization. Probing that vast space is facilitated by10

theories that can accurately predict alloy properties in11

terms of accessible/computable underlying alloy prop-12

erties.13

The prevailing theory for random alloy yield strength14

at experimental temperatures and strain rates is based15

on solute strengthening, for both CCAs [5, 6] and dilute16

alloys [7, 8]. Using an elasticity approximation, the the-17

ory depends primarily on solute misfit volumes in the18
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alloy and alloy elastic constants. In fcc metals, the the-19

ory shows that dislocation dissociation distance dpartial20

plays a very limited role if dpartial > 6.5b (b the Burg-21

ers vector) so that an analytic theory is broadly applica-22

ble [9]. The theory has been shown to predict the ex-23

perimental yield strengths with good accuracy (±15%)24

in the Cantor alloy family (Co-Cr-Fe-Ni-Mn) [10–12],25

noble metal alloys [9, 13], and the Cantor alloys with26

additions of Vanadium [14] or Palladium [15]. The lat-27

ter CoCrFeNiPd alloy is interesting because the random28

alloy theory agrees with the high measured strength, rel-29

ative to CoCrFeNiMn, even though the alloy has some30

local ordering [16]. Thus, any future predictions of31

CoCrFeNiPd using any theory that includes any order-32

ing effects would have to predict the same experiments,33

implying that ordering does not necessarily enhance34

strength above that of the random state.35

Although many successes of the random alloy so-36

lute strengthening theory have been reported, the the-37

ory neglects the effects of direct solute-solute inter-38

actions. Solute-solute interactions are the underlying39
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driving force for the formation of short-range order40

(SRO), phase separation, or precipitation, with conse-41

quent effects on strengthening [17]. But even in the42

random alloy, solute-solute interactions create an addi-43

tional source of energetic fluctuations as a dislocation44

glides and this leads to extra strengthening. The in-45

clusion of solute-solute interactions into the strength-46

ening theory for random alloys has been recently de-47

veloped [18]. The extended theory requires the intrin-48

sic energy fluctuations σ̃∆Us−s associated with slip in the49

presence of solute-solute interactions. Determining this50

quantity is non-trivial, so the extended theory has thus51

not yet been widely applied.52

Here, we aim to test the above strengthening theo-53

ries in a well-characterized model alloy. To reduce the54

complexity, it is useful to first carry out investigations55

on a simple concentrated alloy system, and the AuNi56

fcc binary alloy is an excellent choice for this purpose.57

Au-Ni system has a simple phase diagram [19], i.e. a58

homogeneous fcc solid solution within the entire con-59

centration range at high temperatures T ≈ 1090–122060

K (homogeneity being a prerequisite for applying the61

theory), phase separation into Au-rich and Ni-rich fcc62

phases below T ≈ 1090 K (which is a high T and indi-63

cates strong solute-solute interactions), and no ordered64

intermetallics down to at least T = 400 K. Furthermore,65

Au and Ni have a very large size difference, relative to66

many other fcc elements, generating large misfits at the67

50–50 composition. Hence, AuNi should have a high68

yield strength due to the large misfits as well as the69

solute-solute interactions. To apply the extended theory70

to AuNi, we compute σ̃∆Us−s using Density Functional71

Theory (DFT) by directly sampling the stacking fault72

(SF) energies in the random alloy. To ensure that we73

compare theory to a well-characterized alloy, we also74

fabricate, characterize, and test the AuNi alloy. The pre-75

dicted alloy strength is in good agreement with the mea-76

sured value, and the strength enhancement due to solute-77

solute interactions is moderate. Hence, the strengthen-78

ing is dominated by the solute misfit volumes, consis-79

tent with much of the previous success of the misfit-only80

theory.81

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.82

In Section 2, we first present the details related to the83

processing, characterization, and performance of the84

AuNi alloy. In Section 3, we summarize the solute85

strengthening theory extended to include solute-solute86

interactions. In Section 4, we present the calculations87

of the inputs required by the theory. We then make88

strength predictions for the random AuNi alloy in Sec-89

tion 5, based on the results of Sections 3 and 4. We90

discuss various implications of the theory in Section 6.91

We summarize our work in Section 7.92

2. Experiments on AuNi93

2.1. Sample preparation and methods94

A polycrystalline AuNi sample is prepared from pure95

elements (purity: 4N, Au from AGOSI, Ni from Alfa96

Aeser) by arc-melting with a setting pressure of 0.7 bar97

Ar. In order to obtain homogeneous material, the sam-98

ples are turned over and re-melted four times with a time99

of 30 s. After the last melting step, the samples are suc-100

tion cast into a copper mold with a diameter of 4 mm101

and a length of 75 mm. The as-cast alloy is homog-102

enized at 900 °C for 20 h. In order to obtain a well-103

defined microstructure the samples are rotary swaged to104

a diameter of 2.8 mm with an areal reduction of ∼ 20%105

per step, and subsequently recrystallized at 900 °C for 1106

h, followed by water-quenching.107

The phase purity of AuNi is proven by X-ray diffrac-108

tometry. The lattice parameter is determined from the109

measured diffraction pattern utilizing the Fullprof Ri-110

etveld program [20]. Structural characterization was111

done by X-ray diffraction in Debye-Scherrer geometry112

on bulk samples with a thickness below 30 µm utiliz-113

ing a STOE STADI P diffractometer with MoKα1 ra-114

diation (0.70932 nm) equipped with a position sensi-115

tive detector Dectris Mythen 1K and a curved Ge(111)-116

monochromator. The scans are taken from 2θ = 15° up117

to 60° in steps of 0.01°.118

The texture of AuNi is determined from X-ray anal-119

ysis. For this purpose, a Panalytical X’pert PW3040120

diffractometer is applied. The diffractometer uses121

CuKα1 radiation (1.544332 nm) and is equipped with122

a four-circle goniometer. (111), (200), (220), and (311)123

pole figures are examined.124

Atom probe tomography (APT) is utilized to evalu-125

ate the elemental distribution after recrystallization. The126

investigated sample is prepared from a volume without127

any grain boundaries with a FIB FEI Strata, utilizing128

the standard lift-out method on a microtip coupon. The129

analysis is performed with a local electrode atom probe130

(LEAP 4000X HR, Cameca) at a temperature of about131

50 K with a pulse frequency of 125 kHz and a pulse132

energy of 50 pJ. The reconstructed tip consists of ap-133

proximately 13 × 106 ions. The Cameca software IVAS134

3.6.14 is used to evaluate the APT results.135

Mechanical tests are performed in compression utiliz-136

ing an electro-mechanical Instron 8562 testing machine137

with constant crosshead movement corresponding to an138

initial strain rate of 10−3 s−1, at room temperature. The139

samples possess an initial diameter = 2.8 mm and height140

2
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Figure 1: X-ray diffraction pattern of AuNi samples in the recrystal-
lized state.

⩽ 5.4 mm. The tests are stopped when the aspect ratio141

approaches height/diameter = 1.142

2.2. Experimental results143

Characterization and testing of the recrystallized144

AuNi samples reveal the following results. The X-ray145

diffraction pattern is shown in Fig. 1 and reveals a single146

fcc phase without the presence of any secondary phases147

nor any phase decomposition. The lattice parameter of148

AuNi is determined as a = 3.840 ± 0.004 Å at room149

temperature.150

The texture analysis of AuNi in the recrystallized151

state does not exhibit any preferred orientation. The152

pole figures (not shown) reveal that the individual crys-153

tallizes have a random distribution of their orientations.154

The grain size in the recrystallized samples is deter-155

mined as ∼ 60 µm from SEM micrographs with the line156

intersection method.157

Au Ni

1
Figure 2: Atom probe tomography (APT) results of AuNi samples in
the recrystallized state (900 °C for 1 hour).
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Figure 3: True compressive stress-strain curve of AuNi samples in
the recrystallized state. Only one curve is shown since all four curves
fall on each other and are hard to separate.

With the help of APT, the three-dimensional elemen-158

tal distributions are examined, as shown in Fig. 2, which159

appear homogeneous. In order to provide a clear view160

of the elemental distribution, only 3% of all ions are vi-161

sualized here. This does not alter the finding that AuNi162

samples show no segregation at the atomic scale, con-163

sistent with the phase diagram. Despite the possible ex-164

istence of SRO, it is reasonable to start with random al-165

loy theories to understand and predict the initial yield166

strength of the AuNi alloy.167

The compression tests on four samples reveal a yield168

strength of 769 ± 4 MPa, as shown in Fig. 3. The sam-169

ples are ductile and did not fail until the height/diameter170

= 1 (criterion for ending the compression test) was171

met. Recognizing the large uncertainty of determining172

Young’s modulus in compression mode, a rough esti-173

mate for this property is 101 ± 8 GPa.174

3. Solute strengthening theory in random alloys175

3.1. General framework176

The yield strength of fcc single-phase alloys has been177

broadly understood as due to solid solution strengthen-178

ing that arises from the collective interactions of all of179

the essentially randomly distributed atoms with dislo-180

cations [5, 21, 22]. In random alloys, the dislocation181

becomes wavy to minimize the total energy, which has182

contributions from the interactions (fluctuations that de-183

crease the energy) and line tension Γ (increasing the en-184

ergy). In the minimum energy state, the wavy config-185

uration can be characterized by a wavelength 4ζc and186

amplitude wc/2. Segments of length ζc are thus trapped187

in local energetically-favorable environments and face188

3
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Figure 4: Schematics of the characteristic lengths of a long wavy
dislocation and the energy landscape for dislocation segment ζc in the
stress- and temperature-assisted glide.

barriers of magnitude ∆Eb created by energetically-189

unfavorable environments at a distance wc, as illustrated190

in Fig. 4. A combination of stress and temperature is191

then required for the segments to overcome the barri-192

ers and cause plastic flow, leading to a temperature- and193

strain-rate-dependent yield stress. In the following, we194

present the key equations of the theory for completeness195

and clarity.196

The general theory starts with the analysis of the total197

energy change ∆Utot(ζ,w) when a dislocation segment198

of length ζ glides by a distance of w through the random199

solute field. Then the quantity of importance is the stan-200

dard deviation of ∆Utot(ζ,w), i.e., σ∆Utot (ζ,w). When201

specialized to dissociated dislocations with partial sep-202

aration dpartial > w, σ∆Utot (ζ,w) can be written as203

σ∆Utot (ζ,w) =
[
ζ
√

3b

] 1
2
√
∆Ẽ2

p,s−d(w) + 2
2w
b
σ̃2
∆Us−s︸                              ︷︷                              ︸

∆Ẽp(w)

.

(1)
Here, ∆Ẽp,s−d(w) is the normalized energy fluctuation204

due to solute-dislocation interactions, σ̃∆Us−s is the nor-205

malized energy fluctuation associated with Shockley206

partial slip in the presence of solute-solute interactions,207

and b = a/
√

2 is the dislocation Burgers vector. The208

derivations of Eq. 1 can be found in Ref. [18].209

With the definition of σ∆Utot (ζ,w), the parameter-free210

solute strengthening model as originally proposed by211

Leyson et al. [7] can be revisited as follows. For a long212

straight dislocation with total length L, the total energy213

change upon becoming wavy at scales (ζ,w) is214

∆Etot(ζ,w) =
[
Γ

w2

2ζ
− σ∆Utot (ζ,w)

]
L
2ζ
. (2)

Minimization of ∆Etot(ζ,w) determines the characteris-215

tic lengths ζc and wc. Minimization with respect to ζ is216

analytic and yields217

ζc(w) =

4√3
Γ2w4b

∆Ẽ2
p(w)


1
3

. (3)

Minimization with respect to w then reduces to218

∂∆Ẽp,s−d(w)
∂w

=
∆Ẽp,s−d(w)

2w
, (4)

which only involves ∆Ẽp,s−d(w). Hence, wc is indepen-219

dent of the solute-solute interactions. This is fortunate220

because it enables easy extension of the misfit-only the-221

ory to include solute-solute interactions, as presented222

below. With the characteristic scales (ζc,wc) deter-223

mined, the energy barrier ∆Eb and the zero-temperature224

shear yield stress τy0 can be expressed as225

∆Eb = 1.22

Γw2
c∆Ẽ2

p(wc)

b


1
3

,

τy0 = 1.01

∆Ẽ4
p(wc)

Γb5w5
c


1
3

.

(5)

The uniaxial yield strength for polycrystals at finite tem-226

perature T and loading strain rate ε̇ is then obtained via227

standard thermal activation theory as228

σy(T, ε̇) = 3.06τy0

1 − (
kT
∆Eb

ln
ε̇0

ε̇

) 2
3
 , (6)

where 3.06 is the Taylor factor for untextured fcc poly-229

crystals and ε̇0 = 104 s−1 is a reference strain rate.230

3.2. Analytical model231

The analytical application of the extended theory232

starts with only the solute-dislocation interactions, i.e.233

assuming σ̃∆Us−s = 0. We consider an N-component al-234

loys with composition {cn}, n = 1...N. ∆Ẽp,s−d(w) arises235

due to the solute-dislocation interaction energies Un(xi)236

for a type-n solute at site-i with position xi relative to the237

dislocation at the origin lying along the z axis. To obtain238

an analytic form, we first approximate the interaction239

energy using elasticity theory as Un(xi) = −p(xi)∆Vn,240

where p(xi) is the dislocation pressure field at position241

xi and ∆Vn is the misfit volume of the type-n solute242

in the alloy. In this form, the role of dislocation core243

structure (partial separation dpartial and partial core width244

σpartial) is isolated from the details of the solute misfit245

4



volumes and elastic constants. For dpartial > 6.5b and246

σpartial = 1.5b (a typical value for fcc metals), the ef-247

fects of the core structure are constants, denoted as AE248

and Aτ in the following. The resulting analytic form for249

the barrier and strength is thus250

∆Eb,s−d = AE

[
Γ

b2

] 1
3

b3
[
µV 1 + νV

1 − νV

] 2
3

δ
2
3

τy0,s−d = Aτ

[
Γ

b2

]− 1
3
[
µV 1 + νV

1 − νV

] 4
3

δ
4
3 .

(7)

Here, δ =
√∑

n cn∆V2
n/

(
3Valloy

)
is the well-known δ-251

parameter describing the collective effect of misfit vol-252

umes and Valloy = a3/4 for fcc alloys. µV and νV253

are the Voigt average shear modulus and Poisson’s ra-254

tio of the alloy, which best represent the effects of the255

fully anisotropic dislocation pressure field [23]. The256

numerical factors AE = 2.5785 [1 − (A − 1)/80] and257

Aτ = 0.04865 [1 − (A − 1)/40] are predetermined with258

a small elastic anisotropy correction in terms of the259

Zener anisotropy index A = 2C44/(C11 − C12). Fi-260

nally, the dislocation line tension is approximated as261

Γ = 0.125µ110/111b2 where µ110/111 = (C11−C12+C44)/3262

is the shear modulus for fcc slip on the {111} plane in the263

⟨110⟩ direction. This form of the strengthening model264

is thus fully analytic, involves only underlying material265

properties, and has no fitting parameters. The relevant266

derivations of Eq. 7 can be found in Refs. [5, 9, 24].267

In addition to strength, the key quantities in the gen-
eral theory can also be back-calculated from the analytic
results as

wc/b = 0.877
[
A

2
3
E A
− 1

3
τ

]
≈ 4.52,

∆Ẽp,s−d(wc) = 0.845
[
A

5
6
E A

1
3
τ

]
b3

[
µV 1 + νV

1 − νV

]
δ.

(8)

Here, wc/b turns out to be very weakly dependent on268

the elastic anisotropy and so is essentially constant, as269

indicated. wc also satisfies the requirement wc < dpartial270

(for Eq. 1) in the domain dpartial > 6.5b where the coef-271

ficients in Eq. 7 apply.272

We now include the solute-solute interactions as273

represented through the quantity σ̃∆Us−s appearing in274

Eq. 1. Since wc remains unchanged as mentioned above,275

∆Ẽp(wc) can be calculated immediately based on the276

misfit-only fluctuation ∆Ẽp,s−d and the material param-277

eter σ̃∆Us−s . The formalism of Eq. 5 then allows the cal-278

culation of ∆Eb and τy0 as279

∆Eb

∆Eb,s−d
=

 ∆Ẽp(wc)

∆Ẽp,s−d(wc)


2
3

=
[
1 + R2

ss/sd

] 1
3 ,

τy0

τy0,s−d
=

 ∆Ẽp(wc)

∆Ẽp,s−d(wc)


4
3

=
[
1 + R2

ss/sd

] 2
3 ,

(9)

where the ratio Rss/sd ≈
4.25σ̃∆Us−s

∆Ẽp,s−d(wc)
reflects the relative280

importance of solute-solute and solute-dislocation en-281

ergy fluctuations.282

The inclusion of solute-solute interactions increases283

both the energy barrier and the zero-temperature shear284

yield stress. However, the effects of the solute-solute285

interactions enter only through the square of the ratio286

Rss/sd, making them of reduced importance if the solute-287

dislocation energy fluctuations are high. The final uni-288

axial yield strength including solute-solute interactions289

is then easily computed via Eq. 6.290

Overall, the application of the extended theory re-291

quires the alloy lattice and elastic constants, the solute292

misfit volumes, and σ̃∆Us−s . The first three quantities293

enter in the misfit-only theory, and methods to compute294

them have been discussed and demonstrated in several295

alloy systems [13, 24]. Hence, we discuss in detail only296

the determination of σ̃∆Us−s in the next section.297

4. Theory inputs298

The inputs for the extended theory are derived from299

experiments where available. Otherwise, we compute300

them from DFT. The details of the DFT methodology301

employed here can be found in the Appendix.302

4.1. Misfit volumes ∆Vn303

Misfit volumes in any solid-solution alloy are deter-304

mined based on the derivatives of the alloy atomic vol-305

ume with respect to the compositions as306

∆Vn =
∂Valloy

∂cn
−

N∑
m=1

cm
∂Valloy

∂cm
, (10)

where Valloy = Valloy(c1, c2, ..., cN−1) is a function of307

N − 1 independent solute concentrations and then308

∂Valloy/∂cN = 0 [24]. The lattice constants of Au1−xNix309

with x = 0.4–0.64 have been measured in experi-310

ments [25] and the alloy atomic volumes can then be311

fit by linear regression as Valloy = −6.043cNi + 17.161.312

These results yield a lattice constant of AuNi as 3.839313

Å that agrees very well with our measured value (3.840314

Å). More importantly, the misfit volumes of Au and315

5



Ni in AuNi are determined as ∆VAu = 3.022 Å3 and316

∆VNi = −∆VAu.317

The experimental misfit volumes lead to a misfit pa-318

rameter δ = 7.116%. This is very large compared to319

many other fcc alloys [14] but is fully expected due to320

the large difference between the elemental lattice con-321

stants. In spite of the large misfit parameter, AuNi main-322

tains a solid solution structure when fabricated as de-323

scribed here. The misfit parameter alone is thus not suf-324

ficient to assess whether an alloy can be fabricated as a325

solid solution.326

4.2. Elastic constants Ci j327

The experimental single-crystal elastic constants are328

not available for AuNi. We thus compute the Ci j from329

DFT, using special quasi-random structures [26] and330

the stress-strain method [27]. For a given exchange-331

correlation functional, the accuracy of the predicted lat-332

tice and elastic constants are usually correlated, i.e. an333

overestimation of the lattice constant is usually accom-334

panied by an underestimation of the elastic constants,335

and vice versa (see Appendix). Since the experimen-336

tal lattice constant of AuNi is approximately the aver-337

age of the PBEsol and PBE values, we assume that the338

true elastic constants Ci j are close to the average of the339

PBEsol and PBE values, yielding C11 = 199.6 GPa,340

C12 = 157.9 GPa, and C44 = 56.4 GPa, with a Zener341

anisotropy index A = 2.7.342

To validate the accuracy of these DFT-estimated Ci j,343

we use them to compute the polycrystalline Young’s344

modulus using the Voigt-Reuss-Hill average. The pre-345

dicted value is 106 GPa, in good agreement with the ex-346

perimentally measured value (101 GPa). Hence, we use347

the PBEsol and PBE averaged Ci j in making strength348

predictions.349

4.3. Energy fluctuation σ̃∆Us−s350

Recalling that σ̃∆Us−s is the energy fluctuation asso-351

ciated with slip by a Shockley partial Burgers vector,352

this energy quantity is thus related to fluctuations in the353

SF energy. The computation of the SF energy is ac-354

complished using the “tilted-cell” method [28]. For an355

fcc crystal, we first create a random atomistic realiza-356

tion of the alloy in a periodic cuboidal simulation cell357

defined by vectors N1⟨
1
2

1
2 0⟩ × N2⟨

1
2

1
2 1⟩ × N3⟨111⟩, de-358

noted as dimension N1 × N2 × N3 in the following. For359

a cross-sectional area Aslip of the {111} plane, there are360

Nslip =
2Aslip
√

3b2 = 2N1N2 atoms in each atomic layer par-361

allel to the slip plane. Then the out-of-plane lattice is362

tilted by the Shockley partial Burgers vector to initi-363

ate the SF. After relaxations, the total energy change364

∆Us−s due to the imposed slip is calculated. This pro-365

cess is repeated many times for different random re-366

alizations to obtain a distribution of ∆Us−s with mean367

⟨∆Us−s⟩ and standard deviation σ∆Us−s . Two intrinsic368

(size-independent) quantities emerge as369

⟨γ⟩ = ⟨∆Us−s⟩/Aslip,

σ̃∆Us−s = σ∆Us−s/
√

Nslip.
(11)

Here, ⟨γ⟩ is the average SF energy of the alloy, and370

σ̃∆Us−s is the intrinsic fluctuations of the SF energy that371

gives rise to extra strengthening.372

For DFT calculations, PBEsol and PBE functionals373

lead to similar SF energies for pure Au and Ni (see Ap-374

pendix). Hence, we use PBEsol to compute ∆Us−s for375

the AuNi alloy. We use a supercell dimension 4× 2× 2,376

i.e., 16 atoms per layer × 6 layers with a = 3.810377

Å (PBEsol value). 90 random realizations of the bulk378

structure are created at the exact composition, where379

half of the sites are randomly selected and populated380

with Au atoms. For each bulk realization, the initial en-381

ergy and the energy of the system after tilting are com-382

puted. Atoms are fully relaxed with the force conver-383

gence criterion of 10 meV/Å while holding the supercell384

lattices fixed to mimic the coherent lattice in the homo-385

geneous random alloys. The standard calculation of the386

stable SF energy involves the relaxations of the stress387

components on the slip plane [28]. But for fcc met-388

als, the inelastic normal displacements associated with389

this relaxation are usually small and decrease the en-390

ergy only slightly [29]. Since this relaxation is compu-391

tationally very expensive but with very small changes392

in energy, we do not relax the out-of-plane lattice in our393

calculations here. Our results thus slightly overestimate394

⟨γ⟩ (by a few mJ/m2) as compared to the fully-relaxed395

DFT calculations. This should also have a negligible396

effect on the standard deviation and thus on σ̃∆Us−s .397

The convergence of ⟨γ⟩ and σ̃∆Us−s with respect to398

the number of random realizations are shown in Fig. 5.399

The average SF energy ⟨γ⟩ converges to 112 mJ/m2 af-400

ter ∼ 50 realizations, as shown in Fig. 5a. Although401

slightly overestimated due to the lack of lattice relax-402

ation, the converged SF energy is only modestly higher403

than the DFT average of the constituent elements (see404

Appendix). The standard deviation σ̃∆Us−s also con-405

verges but more slowly, ranging between 0.05 and 0.06406

eV, as shown in Fig. 5b, and reaching 0.054 eV after 90407

random realizations.408

To further validate the DFT results of the SF struc-409

ture (partial slip), we perform similar calculations for410

the full slip process, as also shown in Fig. 5. Full slip411
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Figure 5: The convergences of the average stacking fault energy ⟨γ⟩
and the intrinsic energy fluctuation σ̃∆Us−s are examined as a function
of the number of random realizations.

restores the bulk structure, so ⟨γ⟩ = 0 is expected, and412

calculations reach −2 mJ/m2 (see Fig. 5a). This consis-413

tency indicates that (i) the supercell size of 6 {111} lay-414

ers, (ii) the force convergence criterion of 10 meV/Å,415

and (iii) the k-mesh density of 2π/50 Å−1, are sufficient416

to achieve good accuracy. In addition, the energy fluc-417

tuation σ̃∆Us−s for full slip converges to a value of 0.044418

eV (see Fig. 5b). The similar values of σ̃∆Us−s for par-419

tial slip and full slip are not surprising, being consistent420

with analytic expressions for σ̃∆Us−s derived in terms of421

solute-solute effective pair interactions [18].422

Moreover, a new neural-network interatomic poten-423

tial (NNP) is fitted to DFT data in AuNi [30]. With more424

random realizations (∼ 103) and larger cell size (∼ 103
425

atoms), the NNP predicts a fully converged σ̃∆Us−s as426

0.052 eV for partial slip, which is very close to our427

DFT result here. Hence, we will use the DFT result of428

σ̃∆Us−s = 0.054 eV in the following strength prediction.429

Small changes to σ̃∆Us−s have very small effects on the430

alloy strength.431

5. Strength predictions432

To apply the misfit-only theory, we first examine the433

predicted partial separation dpartial. The Stroh formalism434

for anisotropic elasticity [31] predicts dpartial = K12/⟨γ⟩,435

where K12 is an elastic prefactor. Using the lattice436

and elastic constants for AuNi, we obtain K12 = 0.096437

eV/Å. With ⟨γ⟩ = 112 mJ/m2, the partial separation is438

then estimated as 5.1b. This value is slightly lower than439

6.5b, above which the prefactors in Eq. 7 are indepen-440

dent of dpartial. However, the elemental benchmarks (see441

Appendix) show that the DFT SF energy of Ni is ∼ 25%442

higher than the experiments. Hence, the as-computed443

⟨γ⟩ here for AuNi is expected to be higher than the true444

experimental value. The true partial separation in AuNi445

should then be larger than predicted here, approaching446

or exceeding the requirement needed to apply the ana-447

lytic theory. Otherwise, the value of ⟨γ⟩ does not enter448

the theory. We will thus make predictions using the re-449

sults in Section 3.450

With all the material parameters summarized in Ta-451

ble 1, the misfit-only yield stress of random AuNi at452

room temperature T = 300 K and strain rate ε̇ = 10−3
453

s−1 is predicted to be 714 MPa, as shown in Table 1.454

This value is only slightly lower (−7%) than the ex-455

perimental value of 769 MPa, and so is in agreement456

at a level comparable to other applications of the the-457

ory to fcc HEAs. The misfit contribution to strengthen-458

ing is thus a large fraction of the experimental strength.459

The predicted misfit strengthening is significantly larger460

than those predicted for many other HEAs studied to461

date. For instance, the “high” strengths of NiCoV [32],462

Ni63.2V36.8 [33], and CoCrFeNiPd [16] are around 400463

MPa [14, 15].464

We now add the solute-solute contribution. The rele-465

vant computed values are shown in Table 1, in particu-466

lar we have σ̃∆Us−s = 0.054 eV, ∆Ẽp,s−d(wc) = 0.557 eV,467

and hence Rss/sd = 0.412. The scaled energy barrier and468

zero-temperature shear yield stress are then obtained,469

leading to a strength prediction under experimental con-470

ditions of 809 MPa (see Table 1). The increase due to471

solute-solute interactions is moderate (+13%) but not472

negligible. The prediction is now slightly higher than,473

but closer to experiments (769 MPa). We consider this474

level of agreement made with a parameter-free model to475

be very good.476

Examining some of the minor details that lead to477

the final predictions, some aspects suggest slight over-478

prediction of the theory. For instance, the elastic mod-479

uli lead to a Young’s modulus slightly higher than es-480

timated experimentally, which may be due in part to481

finite-temperature reductions in the elastic moduli rel-482
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Table 1: Material parameters of AuNi and the strength predictions at temperature T = 300 K and loading strain rate ε̇ = 10−3 s−1. The experimental
yield strength is listed for comparison.

Material parameters Theory predictions Exp

a (Å) C11 (GPa) C12 (GPa) C44 (GPa) δ (%) σ̃∆Us−s (eV) ∆Ẽp,s−d(wc) (eV) σy,s−d (MPa) σy (MPa) σy (MPa)
3.840 199.6 157.9 56.4 7.116 0.054 0.557 714 809 769 ± 4

ative to the 0 K DFT-calculated values. Another uncer-483

tainty arises due to the possible overestimation of the484

DFT-computed σ̃∆Us−s . As mentioned, the DFT SF en-485

ergy of pure Ni is notably higher than in experiments.486

These various effects should tend to reduce the pre-487

dictions modestly, making them closer to experiments.488

At the same time, any grain-size Hall-Petch strength-489

ening would imply that the intrinsic alloy strength is490

lower than the measured value, but the Hall-Petch ef-491

fects here are likely to be small. The Hall-Petch scaling492

is not yet available for AuNi. Taking the scaling of Au-493

NiPdPtCu (675 MPa·µm1/2 [34]) for rough estimation,494

the grain size of 60 µm would lead to a grain-boundary495

strengthening of only 87 MPa. However, the scalings496

of the constituent elements are much smaller, 80 and497

230 MPa·µm1/2 for Au and Ni [35], respectively, so any498

grain size effect could be much smaller.499

Although chemical ordering to some degree is in-500

evitable in reality, predictions for the random alloy re-501

main extremely valuable. Random alloy predictions can502

be easily used to guide efficient alloy design and as a ref-503

erence prediction that can be compared with the experi-504

ment to assess whether other mechanisms, such as SRO,505

would make a quantitative difference in the strength (as506

done in Refs. [15, 24]). Within the present framework507

of a random alloy, the strength predictions of AuNi here508

are already very close to experiments. This suggests509

that the overall net effects of SRO on strengthening are510

also small. This is consistent with recent experiments511

on NiCoCr, which reported small [36] or no [37, 38] ef-512

fects on strengthening in spite of other evidence of SRO.513

The quantitative prediction of SRO effects requires the514

application of new emerging theories [39, 40]. These515

theories indicate that SRO can even decrease strength,516

counter to the widespread assumption that SRO always517

increases strength [16]. This may rationalize the success518

of the random alloy theories and is clearly an important519

topic for future work.520

6. Discussion521

6.1. Solute-solute vs. misfit in strengthening522

The modest contribution of solute-solute interactions523

here also rationalizes much of the previous success of524

the misfit-only theory. The solute-solute interactions525

in AuNi lead to phase separation at ∼ 1035 K. In the526

various Cantor family of alloys (Co-Cr-Fe-Ni-Mn-V),527

there is only possible evidence of some SRO at these528

temperatures, suggesting that the solute-solute interac-529

tions in those alloys are smaller than those in AuNi. The530

misfit parameters are also smaller but the elastic moduli531

are considerably higher, leading to net smaller values of532

∆Ẽp,s−d(wc) in those alloys as compared to AuNi. Thus,533

there are factors suggesting a competition between de-534

creasing and increasing effects of solute-solute interac-535

tions in the Cantor family of alloys. To our knowledge,536

there is no direct connection between solute misfit vol-537

umes and solute-solute interactions, and so each alloy538

family must be studied to determine the ratio Rss/sd.539

Since solute-solute interactions become less important540

for strength as the misfit strengthening increases, the re-541

sults here clearly support the application of the analytic542

misfit-only theory for preliminary but efficient guidance543

for alloy design to achieve high strengths.544

It is useful to generally assess the role of σ̃∆Us−s in545

affecting strength predictions. σ̃∆Us−s enters the theory546

only as the ratio Rss/sd, with barrier and strength then547

scaling as
[
1 + R2

ss/sd

]
to the 1/3 and 2/3 powers, re-548

spectively (see Eq. 9). Thus, even when Rss/sd = 1,549

τy0 increases by only a factor of 1.59. This is certainly550

not a small change, but such a level of solute-solute in-551

teractions is probably too large for alloys that can be552

fabricated in a solid-solution state (without phase sep-553

aration or precipitation under processing temperatures554

and times). For the AuNi alloy, we find Rss/sd = 0.412555

such that τy0 increases by a factor of only 1.11. Hence,556

solute-solute interactions might be important mainly for557

alloys with small size mismatch and typical moduli,558

where the misfit energy ∆Ẽp,s−d(wc) is low. But these559

alloys have low misfit strength, and so may be of much560

less interest and importance than higher-strength alloys.561

Hence, we again conclude that the search for strong al-562

loys can focus on the misfit contributions.563

6.2. Solute-solute interactions only564

While we recommend focusing on the misfit contri-565

bution to strengthening for alloy designs, it remains in-566

teresting to consider the situation where there is essen-567

tially no misfit or solute-dislocation contribution at all,568
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i.e. ∆Ẽp,s−d = 0. Such a situation can arise in alloys569

such as fcc NiCo and AuAg where the constituent ele-570

ments have nearly the same atomic volumes, and hence571

misfit volumes are negligible. We analyze this case here572

and present a new theory for strengthening in this limit.573

Even when ∆Ẽp,s−d = 0, the general theory still ap-574

plies but the scaling of various quantities is changed sig-575

nificantly. For w < dpartial, we have576

∆Ẽp(w) ∝ w1/2,

ζc(w) ∝ w,

σ∆Utot (ζc(w),w) ∝ w,

∆Etot(ζc(w),w) ∝ w0.

(12)

The last of these equations shows that the total energy577

reduction is independent of w. Hence, there is no char-578

acteristic waviness - all scales with w < dpartial have the579

same energy decrease ∆Etot as compared to the origi-580

nal long straight dislocation. Dislocations can thus be-581

come wavy at all scales w < dpartial. However, due to the582

use of the line tension approximation, the theory should583

be limited to w > b. For w > dpartial, the quantity in584

Eq. 1 is modified and the analysis becomes more com-585

plicated as it involves the σ̃∆Us−s from the full slip [18].586

The following analysis is valid if the ratio between the587

fluctuations of full slip and partial slip is less than
√

2,588

which is expected to be true in most alloys. In this case,589

∆Etot(ζc(w),w) increases monotonically with increasing590

w. Therefore, dislocations will become wavy only over591

scales b < w < dpartial, and all scales in this range are592

possible because ∆Etot is a constant. A similar situation593

of a scale-independent total energy decrease was found594

previously in the solute strengthening of twinning dis-595

locations in magnesium alloys [41].596

Although there is no characteristic scale, each scale w597

considered separately has an energy barrier and a zero-598

temperature shear yield stress that scale as599

∆Eb ∝ w,

τy0 ∝ w−1.
(13)

So, among all possible waviness configurations b < w <600

dpartial, the strength will be controlled by the scale re-601

quiring the highest shear stress at the experimentally-602

specified temperature and loading strain rate. The rea-603

son for this is as follows. At zero stress, a long disloca-604

tion will have all allowed scales of waviness. But with605

increasing stress, the waviness at those scales that can606

be overcome at that applied stress will vanish, leaving607

only the remaining “stronger” waviness scales. At the608

yield stress, only the strongest scale will remain, which609

determines the strength.610

Following from the above, the strength-controlling611

scale, labeled here as wc, can be derived analytically as612

wc = max
[
b,min

(
wc1, dpartial

)]
, (14)

where613

wc1(T, ε̇) = 1.11

 σ̃2
∆Us−s
Γ

b2

−
1
3 [

kT ln
ε̇0

ε̇

]
. (15)

The associated uniaxial yield strength σy,s−s(T, ε̇) is614

then computed at w = wc. For wc = wc1, the strength is615

σy,s−s(T, ε̇) = 2.80

 σ̃2
∆Us−s

b3

 [kT ln
ε̇0

ε̇

]−1
. (16)

This result, for computed σ̃∆Us−s , is complementary to616

the misfit-only strengthening theory. Thus, we now617

have analytic theories for the two limiting cases (misfit-618

only and solute-solute-only), which should be of value619

as researchers assess different strengthening mecha-620

nisms.621

As an example, applied to AuNi at the experimen-622

tal conditions, we obtain wc = wc1 = 4.1b. The623

strengthening due purely to the solute-solute interac-624

tions is then computed via Eq. 16 as σy,s−s = 157625

MPa. This strength is much lower than the experimen-626

tal strength (769 MPa), consistent with the dominance627

of misfit strengthening in the AuNi alloy.628

6.3. Computational methods for σ̃∆Us−s629

We have shown that the solute-solute quantity σ̃∆Us−s630

entering the theory can be computed directly in DFT631

using the standard method for computing SF energies.632

However, standard DFT methods (e.g. vaspwith PBEsol633

or PBE and collinear spin-polarization) themselves can634

be imperfect tools for computing energies in random al-635

loys [24]. In particular, in magnetic systems that are636

much more complex than AuNi, there can be spin flips637

occurring between the bulk and SF configurations that638

may not be realistic but contribute additional (spurious)639

fluctuations in the computed σ̃∆Us−s .640

In the absence of possible spurious computational641

effects, DFT computations of σ̃∆Us−s require a suffi-642

cient cell size and sufficient sampling of the config-643

urational space to achieve accurate values. This is644

computationally very expensive. We will thus report645

in future work [30] on the alternative approach of us-646

ing a database of small-cell DFT energies to develop a647
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machine-learned interatomic potential that is both accu-648

rate and efficient, greatly facilitating the computation of649

a converged value of σ̃∆Us−s . A second related approach650

to compute σ̃∆Us−s is to use DFT to compute solute-651

solute effective pair interactions (EPIs) [18]. Due to the652

large size misfit and significant local atomic relaxations653

that are caused, AuNi is an extreme system where the654

standard cluster expansion method (in terms of pairs,655

triplets, etc.) might be especially inaccurate for energy656

predictions [42]. The accuracy of EPI-based σ̃∆Us−s and657

the consequent strength predictions will also be exam-658

ined in future work [30].659

7. Conclusions660

We quantitatively investigate the role of misfit661

strengthening and solute-solute strengthening in AuNi662

as a test of theoretical models. Experimentally, AuNi663

samples are fabricated, characterized, and tested sys-664

tematically to provide a clean basis for testing theory.665

The theory focuses on the role of solute-solute interac-666

tions, as captured through the intrinsic energy fluctua-667

tion σ̃∆Us−s associated with slip, as an additional contri-668

bution to strengthening beyond the solute misfits. The669

theory is then framed in a very convenient analytic form670

suitable for all fcc alloys. The value of σ̃∆Us−s in AuNi671

is then computed directly by sampling the stacking fault672

energies in DFT. Together with other material parame-673

ters entering the theory, we predict the strengthening of674

a random AuNi alloy without and with the solute-solute675

contributions. Both predictions are in good agreement676

with experiments, with the misfit contribution domi-677

nating and solute-solute contribution being moderate678

(+13%). We have discussed aspects of the theory, in-679

cluding the strengthening in the limiting case where680

the misfit effects are zero. The general theory, vali-681

dated here with experiments on AuNi, is thus useful for682

broader applications to the computationally-guided de-683

sign of high-performance complex alloys.684
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Appendix704

DFT methodology for Au-Ni705

Spin-polarized DFT computations as implemented in706

the vasp code [47] are performed with both the PBEsol707

[48] and PBE [49] exchange-correlation functionals and708

the PAW pseudopotentials [50]. The valence-electron709

eigenstates are expanded using a plane wave basis set710

with a cutoff energy of 550 eV and smeared using711

the first-order Methfessel-Paxton method [51] with a712

smearing parameter of 0.2 eV. In reciprocal space, a Γ-713

centered Monkhorst-Pack k-mesh [52] is used with line714

density (2π/50 Å−1) consistent across all geometries.715

This k-mesh density leads to, for example, 12× 12× 12716

for Au and 14 × 14 × 14 for Ni in the fcc cubic unit717

cells. Unless indicated, the ionic forces are relaxed to718

< 1 meV/Å in ionic relaxations.719

DFT results of elemental benchmarks720

We start with the elemental benchmarks for Au and721

Ni, as presented in Table 2. Our elemental DFT results722

are broadly consistent with the literature [53, 54]. The723

lattice constant a and the bulk modulus B are extracted724

from the equation of state energy-volume calculations.725

The “standard” stable SF energy γ is calculated using726

the standard tilted-cell method [28], where (i) the in-727

plane lattices are fixed according to the equilibrium bulk728

value, (ii) the out-of-plane lattice is fully relaxed to re-729

lease the supercell stress σ3 j ( j = 1, 2, 3), and (iii) all730

the atoms are fully relaxed. The supercell consists of 1731

atom per layer × 6 layers.732

To further validate the results of γ, we take the “stan-733

dard” set as the starting point and tweak a few DFT pa-734

rameters. The “box-fixed” set is computed with the su-735

percell lattices fixed during ionic relaxations, as applied736

in the AuNi alloy in Section 4. “L12” denotes 12 {111}737

layers instead of 6. “K100” means the k-point line inter-738

val is 2π/100 Å−1, which is half of that in the “standard”739

set and leads to ∼ 8 times more irreducible k-points in740

the calculations.741
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Table 2: The elemental benchmarks of Au and Ni. RT = room temperature. Please see text for details.
a (Å) B (GPa) γ (mJ/m2, Shockley partial slip) γ (mJ/m2, full slip)

standard box-fixed L12 L12+K100 box-fixed
Au Exp RT 4.077a 175a 33c

0 K 4.065b 180a -
DFT PBEsol 4.080 177 44 45 41 32 6.5

PBE 4.157 138 40
Ni Exp RT 3.525a 184a 125 ± 5d

0 K 3.515a 188a -
DFT PBEsol 3.462 228 155 155 153 155 0.2

PBE 3.517 195 149
a Simmons et al., 1971 [43].
b Pamato et al., 2018 [44].
c Balk et al., 2001 [45].
d Carter et al., 1977 [46].

Overall, pure Au needs an extremely dense k-mesh742

to get a fully converged SF energy within the tilted-cell743

method (e.g., 40 × 40 × 4 in the “L12+K100” case). A744

similar issue was also observed in pure Cu, which is in745

the same group as Au. To further validate, we com-746

pute the full slip process with the “box-fixed” settings,747

where the tilted structure is exactly the same as the pris-748

tine one. However, for Au, the two energies have a749

difference of ∼ 3 meV (6.5 mJ/m2), indicating insuffi-750

cient DFT parameters (k-mesh density specifically). On751

the other hand, Ni converges very well. The resulting752

0.2 mJ/m2 corresponds to an energy difference of ∼ 0.1753

meV (for 6 atoms), which is close to the limit of DFT754

precision. Hence, the examination of the full slip is use-755

ful, i.e., if the full slip γ turns out to be 0, then the DFT756

parameters are probably sufficient. We apply this to ex-757

amine the AuNi alloy in the main text (see Fig. 5a).758

DFT results of AuNi: basic properties759

For AuNi alloy, the PBEsol energies of various760

AuNi systems including ordered and disordered struc-761

tures agree well with literature calculations, e.g., the762

LDA [55] results in Ref. [56] (Fig. 11). However, the763

lattice constant of AuNi random alloy is calculated us-764

ing PBEsol as 3.810 Å and using PBE as 3.876 Å. The765

errors are −0.8% and +0.9%, respectively, as compared766

to the room temperature experiments. These differences767

can be rationalized based on the elemental benchmarks768

for the exchange-correlation functionals. As shown in769

Table 2, the PBEsol functional predicts the lattice con-770

stants of Au and Ni with errors of +0.4% and −1.5%.771

On the other hand, the PBE functional predicts the lat-772

tice constants of Au and Ni with errors of +2.3% and773

+0.1%. So, the alloy lattice constants are underesti-774

mated using PBEsol and overestimated using PBE. The775

average of the PBEsol and PBE lattice constants is,776

however, in rather good agreement with the experimen-777

tal value.778

The analysis above also implies that DFT overesti-779

mates the misfit volumes in AuNi, with either PBEsol780

or PBE. While we use the experimental values in pre-781

dictions, it is useful to assess the accuracy of DFT esti-782

mates of the misfit volumes since experiments may not783

be available in many new proposed alloy systems. We784

thus performed DFT-PBEsol computations of the mis-785

fit volumes [13]. Special quasi-random structures [26]786

around the central composition (50–50) are created and787

their equilibrium volumes are computed. The misfit vol-788

ume of AuNi is then computed using Eq. 10, yielding789

∆VAu = 3.140 Å3. This is only a slight overestimate790

of the experimental value, and so provides some sup-791

port for the use of DFT for systems where the predicted792

elemental lattice constants are within ∼ 1.5% of the ex-793

perimental values.794

Overall, for AuNi, all the DFT benchmarks here are795

in generally good agreement with experiments, which796

supports the usage of DFT in the study of the AuNi al-797

loy.798
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